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The transformation behavior of aged Mn-Cu-based alloys was studied via
transmission electron microscopy. The evolution of several unique forms of diffraction
contrast, such as "tweed" and "flickering", was characterized and correlated with the
underlying transformation behavior. Convergent beam microbeam compositional analysis and
high resolution lattice imaging techniques were employed to assist in the interpretations. It
was determined that upon aging these alloys, a FCC solid solution decomposes into a fine
dispersion of Mn-rich and Mn-poor regions which coarsen with further aging. This
decomposition was modeled using finite difference techniques. The Mn-rich regions were
determined to undergo a crystallographic transformation which involves a slight tetragonql
distortion upon cooling. For short aging times, when the elastic strain fields around each of
the finely dispersed FCT regions overlap sufficiently, tweed contrast is observed. At longer
aging times, the Mn-rich regions grow and become further apart, so that the strain fields of
the FCT crystal!ites do not overlap so much, and the tweed contrast diminishcs and is
replaced by a V-shaped morphology within the FCT regions which resembles a set of self-
accommodating crystals. In all stages of aging, the orientation of the tetragonal c-axis is
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I. INTRODUCTION
The physical metallurgy of alloys based on the Cu-Mn system has been a subject of
research for more than 40 years [Ref. 1-4]. Particular attention has been given to Mn-rich
alloys which have a face centered cubic structure at high temperature, but when cooled, or
aged and cooled, are known to undergo an antiferromagnetic transition [Ref. 5-91, to form
a twinned face centered tetragonal structure [Ref. 9-12], and to display high damping
behavior [Ref. 8,11,13-20]. These various features have been appreciated for some time, and
it has come to be realized that they are intimately linked to one another.
The present work was intended chiefly to clarify the transformation behavior of aged
alloys which have been subjected to the sort of heat treatment schedule which creates a high-
damping condition. This typically consists of solution-treatment in the FCC range, followed
by aging within what is now realized to be a miscibility gap in the lower FCC range, then
cooling. While a reasonably coherent explanation of the transformation behavior can be built
out of the existing literature, there are several key aspects which lack sufficient explanation,
and which have not been subjected to explicit investigation. For example, the exact nature
of the high damping microstructures of aged Cu-Mn based alloys has not been at all well
defined. In addition, in spite of the large body of work on the Cu-Mn system in general,
the effects of aging temperature and time, of alloy composition, and of the extent of cooling
after aging on transformations and microstructure are not well known. Therefore, the
present research was designed to systematically investigate these aspects.
II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK
In the past, particularly in the 1960's, fairly detailed work was reported on
transformations and microstructures which are specifically linked to high damping in Cu-
Mn-based alloys [Ref. 15-21]. Much of this work concentrated on transformations during
cooling of fairly Mn-rich FCC solid solutions, including determinations of the
crystallography and microstructure of the transformed state [Ref. 15-17,21]. In addition,
numerous studies have been made of the effect of lower temperature aging on the
microstructure and properties [Ref. 18-20,22,23]. It is now realized that decomposition
during aging initiates within a metastable miscibility gap, which exists in the lower
temperature range of the FCC phase, and reliable determinations have been made of the
extent of this gap and of the kinetics of phase separation within it [Ref. 24-30]. The most
thorough and revealing body of research on the metal physics of Cu-Mn-based alloys has
been reported in the Russian open literature over the period 1972 to 1986 [Ref. 24,27,28,31-
52], particularly by Vintaykin and coworkers. This has included detailed reports on aging
[Ref. 24,27,28,31-36], damping and internal friction [Ref. 31,37,38], the antiferromagnetic
transition [Ref. 34,39], the FCC-to-FCT transition [Ref. 32,39], elastic constants and phonon
spectra [Ref. 31,40,41], "pre-martensitic" phenomena [Ref. 39,41-44], shape memory behavior
[Ref. 45-51], deformation behavior [Ref. 48,50-52] and ternary alloying effects [Ref.
35,36,49]. In this same period, work elsewhere has been more scattered but nevertheless has
provided excellent additional insight to the transformation behavior of these alloys. This has
included extensive research in Japan [Ref. 21,53-65], which has emphasized techniques to
monitor the FCC-to-FCT transition and/or characterize the twinned FCT structure,
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including internal friction and ultrasonic attenuation methods [Ref. 53-59], x-ray and
neutron scattering [Ref. 60-62] and x-ray and electron diffraction and electron microscopy
[Ref. 63-65]. These results have revealed very interesting crystallographic details of the
lattice transition [Ref. 60,631, and the behavior of phonon spectra [Ref. 611 and elastic
moduli [Ref. 21,62] in the vicinity of the transition. A limited number of other studies on
Cu-Mn alloys have been carried out in Germany [Ref. 25,66-68], Australia [Ref. 69], India
[Ref. 26], the United Kingdom [Ref. 70], Canada[Ref. 71-72], Hungary [Ref. 73] and the
United States [Ref. 74].
Before proceeding with the presentation of results, it will be useful to present a brief
summary of the known physical metallurgy of Mn-rich Cu-Mn alloys. In this part of the
phase diagram, a broad FCC solid solution phase exists at high temperature, as seen in Fig.
1, which is based on the phase diagram recently republished by Massalski et al [Ref. 75].
Upon cooling of the FCC phase, an antiferromagnetic ordering reaction is observed to occur
[Ref. 5-9], with the Neel temlerature, TN, increasiag with increasing Mn content [Ref.
6,21,22]. The variation of Neel temperature with composition which has been accurately
transferred onto Fig. I is based on what is believed to be very reliable compilation of data
presented by Vitek and Warlimont [Ref. 25], based on their work and that of others [Ref.
6,21,22]. Closely associated with this magnetic transition is a tetragonal distortion of the
FCC lattice [Ref. 6,9,12,20,63] which eventually leads to a twinned FCT microstructure
which may be regarded as quasi-martensitic [Ref. 76]. This sort of microstructure, which
has long been known to be quite high damping [Ref. 8,11,14,15] consists of an assembly of
twin-related plate-like FCT crystals [Ref. 12,16,18-20]. This form of microstructure has as
3
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b2en characterized in some detail with electron microscopy by Butler and Kelly [Ref. 161,
Nittono and coworkers [Ref. 63] and Shimizu and coworkers [Ref. 641. It should be r.:cd
that in these martensitic structures, each martensite plate corresponds to one
antiferromagnetic domain, and the twin bmindaries which separate the plates are identical
to the magnetic domain boundaries. The tetragonal c-axes, which have a different
orientation in each plate and are twin-related across the boundaries, correspond to one of
three variants of distortion which the magnetic transition can induce. The temperature at
which the twinned plate-like microstructure begins to form, conventionally labeled as MS
(the martensite start temperature), has been determined by various workers [Ref. 9,12,631.
It is now clear that hbis temperature is usually only very slightly below TN, and for some alloy
compositions, TN and A. are virtually co;ncident [Ref. 9,69]. It seemz that a gradual
tetragonal distortion begins at TN, but the creation of the plate-like structure usually requires
a bit of undercooling. The data for NS and Mf which has been carefully plotted op Fig. 1
is taken from the early work of Basinski and Christian [Ref. 121, the precision of which has
stood the test of time. As can be seen from this figure, due to the composition dependence
of TN and M S, the transition temperature for the FCC-to-FCT transformation falls below
ioom temperature when the iMn content of the FCC solid soluti,, phase is reduced to about
82 at. % or below. Therefore, homogeneous quenched alloys with Mn content greater than
about 82 at. % will be tetragonal at room temperature, wl,ile those with Mn content less than
this be cubic at room temperature unless subjected to an intermediate Sging treatment [Ref.
16,18,20,24].
As a result of this composition dependence of M s, and in order to creat( high damping
microstructures in alloys with Mn content lower than 82 at. %, aging treatments at
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temperatures in the range 350"C to 450"C have typically been employed [Ref. 16,18-
20,24,55]. It is now very well established that these aging treatments are based on a com-
positional phase separation reaction which occurs upon aging within the metastable
miscibility gap in the phase diagram [Ref. 24-30]. Although there has been some uncertainty
about the limits of this gap, it may now be regarded as fairly well defined, and its
delineation is shown on Fig. 1, from two sources [Ref. 24,25], one of which has also provided
a calculation of the chemical and strain-modified spinodal limits [Ref. 24].
Because appropriate aging within this gap can create a high damping condition, it has
often been assumed that the associated high damping microstructure of aged alloys is also of
the twinned quasi-martensitic type found in quenched Mn-rich alloys, and that the primary
damping mechanism involves the cyclic movement of twin boundaries. However, there has
been no direct evidence that this is the case. One thing that is beyond dispute is that upon
aging within the miscibility gap, a separation of the microstructure into Mn-enriched and
Mn-depleted regions occurs [Ref. 24-30,32,33]. Therefore, depending on the aging
treatment, it would be expected that upon subsequent cooling the Mn-enriched regions cculd
undergo the magnetic and lattice transitions referred to for quenched homogeneous Mn-rich
alloys, but the form which the transformed microstructure would take is not clear. Vintaykin
and coworkers [Ref. 32,34] have carried out detailed experiments to monitor the transfor-
mation behavior of aged alloys upon subsequent cooling; one of their plots of Ms versus alloy
composition [Ref. 32], for Cu-Mn alloys aged at 400"C for 20 hours, is included in Fig. 1.
From this it is clear that the phase separation at a given temperature creates a certain
proportion of Mn-enriched microstructure, with the composition determined by the boundary
of the miscibility gap at that temperature, and that this Mn-enriched phase indeed displays
6
a transition temperature on cooling which is characteristic of a homogeneous alloy of the
same composition. Ho-wever, as .w,-e will show, an assumption that the resulting
microstructure is composed of the same sort of twinned martensitic structure which is seen
in quenched homogeneous alloys is neither logical nor true. The present work will show that
there is another quite different sort of microstructure which is often created by aging, but
which also provides very high damping.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The Cu-Mn-based alloy used in the present research was supplied by the International
Copper Research Association in the form of rolled plate. The alloy composition is listed in
Table I.
Table 1: Chemical composition of INCRAMUTE (weight percent)
Cu Mn Al Zn Si Fe Cr Re der
53.1 44.8 1.61 0.1 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.2
The material was shaped into rods and then cut into discs of 3.0 mm diameter and 0.3
mm thickness.The discs were sealed in evacuated quartz tubes and solution treated at 800 0C
for 2 hours, then water quenched to room temperature. Individual discs were aged at either
400°C (for periods from zero to 168 hours) or 450°C (for periods from zero to 48 hours).
Specimens for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were prepared with a two-stage
procedure consisting of dimpling the discs in a lollipop holder by jet electropolishing with
a solution of 50% H3PO4 and 50% H20 at room temperature and a current of about 580 ma,
followed by final perforation during immersion in a stirred solution of H3P0 4 saturated with
Cr0 3 at 8 to 12 VDC and 20 to 30"C. Some of the perforated specimens were cleaned using
an ion mill; the samples were bombarded with argon ions accelerated at 5 KV for I to 2
hours. Most of the observations were made using a JEOL 100CX microscope operated at 120
KV. A JEOL 200CX microscope was used to observe lattice fringes by means of high
resolution electron microscopy (HREM).
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Concentrations of copper and manganese at selected sites were measured using an
Akashi Beam TEM, model: ABT-EM-002B, equipped with an energy dispersive x-ray (EDX)
spectrometer. X-ray spectra were produced at an accelerating voltage of 200 KV with a 2nm
diameter electron probe.
Observation of dynamic image behavior was accomplished with a GATAN TEM video
imaging system, which employed a YAG transmission scintillator directly linked to a charge
coupled device via a fiber optic plate. Image resolution with this system is better than 160
line pairs per cm at the YAG screen.
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IV. RESULTS
A. EARLY STAGES OF AGING
1. "Mottled" Contrast Microstructures
Solution-treated samples which were not aged at all, or which were aged only
very slightly, exhibited a "mottled" microstructure in the TEM. An example is shown in
Figure 2. The term "mottled" has
often been used in the past to refer
to TEM images which display vague
and generally-distributed
disturbances to otherwise contrast-
free image-fields. This type of
contrast is so indistinct that it is
often considered unnecessary to t , ,-
even present an example of it. % V '"
However, "mottled" contrast actually X_ T .I
has a definite substructure, which '. 200.. .
Figure 2: Bright field micrograph from near (110) orientation under
can be revealed at high two bean condition with g=111. String shape images are seen in
solution treated Cu-Mn-Al alloy.
magnification. In the present case,
this substructure takes the form of short, string-like lines of contrast, as described below.
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2. "String" Images
The microstructure of the material in the solution treated condition was always
similar to that seen in Figure 2, for all thin foil orientations. In high-magnification
conventional TEM images of the microstructure, there are numerous short and irregularly
curved lines with white or black contrast; hereafter called "string" images. These "string"
images are strongly dependent on the oricntation of the thin foil, in other words, their
appearance changes radically when the operating diffraction vector is changed. When the
solution treated alloy was aged at 400*C for a short period of time, the string images
appeared to lengthen and assume certain preferred orientations; for example, after 2 hours
aging at 4000C, the length of the string images is from 40 to 160 nm.
3. "Tweed" Contrast
After aging at 400"C for periods longer than about 4 hours, a "tweed' contrast
appears in the microstructure which is observed in the TEM, as exemplified by the ima e
shown in Figure 3, taken from a sample
aged for 8 hours. The micrograph of
Figure 3 was taken with g= 220 at a foil
orientation close to (110). Careful
inspection shows that the tweed striations
in the image are composed of an assembly
of string images, with the net striations
lying along the traces of (110) planes. ,
Additionally, some string images connect
different striations by running at angles Figure 3: Tweed structure in Cu-Mn-Al alloy aged at
400 C for 8 hours. Tweed striations lie parallel to traces
of [110) planes and consist of bright string images.
II
between them. The prominent aligned striations are spaced approximately l8nm apart;
however the exact spacing varies with crystal orientation and the operating diffraction vector.
The character of tweed contrast microstructures in the present samples may be
summarized as follows:
a. (100) Orientation
In crystals with (100) orientation, striations in the [0221 and [022] directions
are observed for g=002; thus the striations are consistent with traces of the two sets of edge-
on (110) planes. No striations are seen in the directions of the traces of inclined (110) planes.
For g=022 or g=022, striations normal to g vanish, while those parallel to g remain visible.
b. (10) Orientation
In crystals with (110) orientation, striations are observed in the [11l] and
[Ill] directions for g=002, 220 or 113; in this case, the striations correspond to the traces of
inclined (110) planes. For g=l 1 or g=l 11, only the striations parallel to g appear; those
norma:, to g vanish.
C. (111) Orientation
In crystals with (11) orientation, striations appear in the two <242>
directions which are not normal to the operating vector when g=022, 202 or 220. These
striations correspond to the traces of edge-on (110) planes. No striations parallel to the traces
of the inclined (110) planes are seen.
4. Streaking in Diffraction Patterns
For short aging times, the most instructive information to be gained from the
selected-area electron diffraction patterns (SAEDPs) is contained in the details of the
streaking and elongation of certain spots. A representative collection of SAEDP's is
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presented in Figure 4a, b & c, all taken
inder near-Bragg conditions from
orientations of (100), (110) and (I11) from
samples solution-treated at 800°C for 2
hours. These patterns are over-exposed to
reveal diffuse scattering. It should be noted
that faint ring patterns, and in some cases
extra spots, are superimposed on the normal
SAEDP of the material, due to the
Figure 4a: SAEDP from solution treated Cu-Mn-Al alloy
with (100) orientation shown.
formation during electropolishing of a thin
contamination layer on the surface of the thin foils. This artifact was unavoidable, and
required particular care in the interpretation of the patterns.
Diffuse streaks are detectable on individual reciprocal lattice spots. For example,
close examination of the original plate of Figure 4a reveals very weak streaks extending in
the [022] and [022] directions and slight
elongation in the <004> directions of the
[004] and [040] spots. Weak streaks are also
seen in the [224] and [224] directions in
Figure 4b. In Figure 4c, diffuse streaks can
be clearly seen extending in the <422>
directions. Diffuse spots are observed at
the intersection of streaks extending in
<422>, as for example at the intersection of
Figure 4b: SAEDP from solution treated Cu-Mn-Al alloy
with (110) orientation shown.
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the 1/3<422> streaks and 2/3<422> streaks.
No streaks can be seen in the <220>
directions. All of this streaking and
elongation of spots is consistent with the
existence of <I i0>* rel rods.
The streaking described above
does not appear to change significantly with
aging. The SAEDPs taken from samples
aged at 400°C for periods from 2 to 20 Figure 4e: SAEDP from solution treated Cu-Mn-Al alloy
hours are similar to those in Figure 4. The with (111) orientation shown.
SAEDPs associated with g vectors which caused extinction of striaiions in the tweed
microstructure do not exhibit streaking in the direction perpendicular to the missing
striations. There was no observation of satellites to diffraction spots under any diffraction
conditions. The streaking and elongation f [004] and [040] spots also corresponds to <1 10>
rel rods in aged samples. It should be noted that the <422> streaking in the (I 1) orientation
is much stronger than the streaking observed in the (110) and (100) orientations.
5. "Tweed Bands"
Under certain conditions of aging, diffraction contrast and sample preparation,
"tweed bands" are observed, these being linear features superimposed on and aligned with one
of the prominent traces of the conventional tweed contrast, as in the example of Figure 5;
the tweed bands can be seen in the thin region on the right side while the tweed structure
alone is seen in the thicker region on the left side. A tweed band consists of an apparent
consolidation of the contrast of a number of parallel tweed striations. The contrast of a tweed
14
band is strongly dependent on
orientation. The width of a typical
tweed band varies from several tens
to several hundreds of nm and for a
given band the width becomes
smaller with decreasing foil
thickness.
The tweed bands exhijit
n extinction behavior which is
similar to but not identical with that
Figure 5: Tweed bands on the left side and tweed structure on the
of the conventional tweed contrast. right side. Crystal orientation in (110), g = i1S.
One example of tweed band extinction is shown in Figures 6a & b, which were taken from
a (100) crystal orientation. The
sample was aged at 400°C for 10
hours and its surfaces were cleaned
by argon ion bombardment after
electro-polishing. For g=002 (as
shown in Figure 6a), or for g=020,
the tweed bands in the [022] and
[0221 directions which are parallel to
the traces of (110) planes can be
observed. For g=022 (as shown in
Figure 6b, or g=022, the tweed Figure 6&- Tweed bands in a crystal with (100) orientation. g =
002.
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bands parallel to g appear. This
indicates that the atomic
displacements responsible for the
tweed bands lie in the (110) plane
normal to g. Tweed band extinction
conditions in the (100) crystal
orientation match tweed structure
extinction conditions in the (100)
crystal orientation.
In a crystal with a (I10)-
Figure 6b: Tweed bands in a crystal with (100) orientation. g
type orientation, the tweed bands 022.
always appear parallel to the traces of inclined (110) planes, specifically in fill] and [1J1l
directions; this obtains for many
dil'ferent reflections, including g=220, ]O-
002, 11 and I11. An example is shown
in Figure 7, where g= I1. This set of
results is quite different from that for
the conventional tweed contrast, in
which only the striations parallel to g
appear. Thus the tweed bands do not
follow exactly the same extinction rules
as the tweed structure in the (110)
crystal orientation. Therefore the
Figure?: Tweed bands appear in two directions parallel to
traces of inclined {110) plane, (110) orientation, g - 1.
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atomic displacements which give rise to the tweed bands cannot be concluded to be simply
strains in the <110> directions which lie in (110) planes. In crystals with (111)-type
orientations, tweed bands are observed parallel to the traces of (110) plznes which are
inclined to the crystal surface, as well as those which are perpendicular. Their directions are
therefore in the <220> and <224> directions. From the overall set of extinction observations
for the tweed bands, the actual atomic displacement direction has yet to be determined.
6. "Flickering Contrast"
In the course of examination of the tweed microstructures in this alloy over a
range of aging conditions, a remarkable and unexpected observation was made, one which
has not been reported previously in Cu-Mn or any other tweedy alloy. It was vividly
apparent on the viewing screen of the TEM that the tweed contrast microstructure was not
completely static. Rather, when the tweed contrast was observed at a sufficient
magnification (say 40,OOOX or so), certain specific points within it were observed to be
"flickering". This effect was not observed in samples at early aging times, when the samples
displayed simply a "mottled" microstructure, but only after the aligned tweed traces became
evident (in the present study, corresponding to aging times of 4 hours or longer at 400°C).
The "flickering" effect consists of spatially consistent and repetitive contrast
variations, that is, only certain points flicker, and the contrast variation is always very much
the same in nature (although the frequency is variable). Not all of the microstructure
changes contrast, just certain small regions. The regions which flicker are on the scale of the
tweed trace spacing, around 10 nm or so. Upon close examination, it is apparent that the
contrast variations are not of an "on-off" nature, but rather involve short movements or
rotation of lines of contrast on about this scale. For example, a short (say 10 nm) black-
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white linear contrast may suddenly jump a distance of 5 to 10 nm, or (in another case) may
rotate through an angle. At any given location, the movement is cyclic and consistent. The
frequency is variable at any given location, but is in the range of 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz.
In Figure 8, just a few of the many active areas are indicated. Because there are
a great many of these regions active on the imaging screen at any one time, it is difficult to
obtain a complete quantitative characterization of the activity. Also, the moving image
presents certain problems in I
photographic recording by the usual
methods, but videotape records have
been made [Ref. 77]. In some cases,
static exposures do reveal, in
blurred form, the movements of
lines of contrast described above, if
one knows what to look for. The
most successful method of recording
the activity at individual locations
was the use of weak beam Figure 8: Aged 22 hour at 400 C; some of the blurred flicker points
are marked with arrows; dark field image, g=002.
techniques, an example of which is
shown in Figure 9a & 9bcd; using this method, it becomes apparent that the contrast has a
very specific geometric form, which includes one or more distinct V-shaped angles; this is
shown enlarged in Fig. 9d.
Flickering contrast has been carefully studied as a function of specimen
temperature and beam current. Flickering is observed to disappear above a certain critical
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temperature, which is around 70°C;
this is assumed to approximate the
FCT-to-FCC transition temperature
in the aged alloys.
7. High Resolution TEM
In order to further
investigate the flickering contrast,
lattice fringes from (100) and (110) S m
crystals were studied in regions of -
Figure 9a: Aged 10 hours at 400"C; bright field image, g=111
this area used to obtain the weak beam images of Fig. 9bcd.samples that showed tweed structure
and flickering. Surface contamination of the electro-polished samples allowed examination
Figure 9bcd: (b) Weak beam image area shown in Fig 9a, individual flicker events are recorded; (c)
enlargement of 9b; (d) inset, enlarged further, revealing a V-shaped geometry in the contrast.
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of only the (ill) lattice fringes with 0.2? nm spacing and the (002) fringes with 0.19nm
spacing. An example is shown in Figure 10, obtained from a (110) crystal aged for 8 hours
at 4000C and imaged with the Ill and Il l reflections, which were the strongest and next
strorigest reflections in the pattern. The (i11) lattice fringes are seen. No domains where
FCT martensite exists can be found and no twin with a <11l> twin axis can be observed.
Figure 10: (111) lattice fr-inge of (110) crystal orientation. In the thicker region tweed structure and
flickering were observed.
B. LATER STAGES OF AGING
I. Reduction in "tweed" contrast
In the present work, the microstructure of aged samples was studied in two time
series, one at 400°C, the other at 450°C. Tweed contrast was seen in all alloys aged at 4000C
for up to about 22 hours, or at 4500C for up to about 10 hours. The wavelength of the tweed
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contrast, i.e. the spacing of the most apparent striations, gradually increases with aging time
at a given temperature. Eventually, the distinction of the striations begins to diminish. When
the tweed contrast diminishes, it is replaced by a set of more discreet and obvious regions
of contrast, which are believed to be a dispersion of small FCT crystallites in an FCC matrix.
For example, in the early stages of aging at 450°C, the tweed structure of Figure II was
observed; as usual, the trace of the striations is consistent with the traces of (110) planes.
However, at aging times longer than
about 5 hours the striated tweed
contrast is diminished, although it is
still visible to some extent, and a new
form of distinct contrast develops,
namely a set of discreet regions which
contain V-shaped and dash-shaped
contrast features, as in Figure 12. The
angular features obviously adopt a
variety of multiple V-shapes, often
Figure 11: (110) crystal orientation. 450 C, 3 hr age, g =
appearing as W-shapes and so forth. 220. In the thicker region tweed structure and flickering were
observed.
All of these features are interpreted as being sets of very small and variously oriented FCT
crystallites.
2. "V-shaped" contrast
The V-shaped images which develop at longer aging times are located in discreet
regions which are roughly spherical in shape, as shown in Figure 13. These rounded regions
are themselves best seen under slightly out of focus conditions in the TEM. The size of these
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regions is on the order of 20 to 60
nm. The number density of them
increases with aging time. The
contrast of the rounded regions is
usually quite complex. Overlapped
images and Moire patterns are
among the features which can be
discerned. The V-shaped features
are best seen when the sample is nwnm
tilted into a two-beam in-focus
Figure 12: Static and flickering zig-tag groups in sample aged 10
condition. Therefore, either the hours at 450'C. Beam direction close to <100>. Bright field image.
rounded regions or the V-shaped features within them can be imaged, depending on the
particular combination of specimen orientation and focus.
One feature of the
microstructure seen in Fig. 12 which is
different than say, that of Fig. 2, is a
less defined pattern of the (110) tweed
traces. Close examination reveals that
the less defined pattern of tweed traces
is due to the fact that the features
underlying (and causing) the tweed
contrast are somewhat larger and not so
finely dispersed. In other words, the
Figure 13: Round shaped images seen in a crystal aged at
450'C for 10 hours.
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dispersed centers of asymmetric strain on which the tweed contrast depends have become
further apart as the aging has progressed, which presumably leads to less interaction between
the strain fields of neighboring regions and thus a loss of the tweed-producing mechanism.
In a crystal with (100) orientation and aged at 450"C for longer than about 5
hours, V and W shaped images with a size of about 35 to 55 nm are observed. The angles
between the sides of the V-morphology are difficult to define with any accuracy; they
appear to range from 170 to 31, and while it is suspected that there is a unique angle within
this range, strain contrast effects and the very short length of the traces makes the
measurement of the angle extremely difficult. Examples of electron micrographs for samples
aged nt 4500 C for 10 hours are shown in Figures 14a and 14b. When g=002 or g=020, the
FIgure 14: V-shaped images, crystal in (100) orientation, a: images directions (0221 and [0221, b: image direction
(121.
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bisectors of the V-angles lie in the directions [022] and [022], as shown in Figure 14a, where
g=002. When g=022 or g=022, only the images parallel to g appear, as shown in Figure 14b.
For (110)-type orientations of the foil, V-shaped and dash-shaped images lying
in thc [ill and [I ll] directions are visible for g=002 or g-220. An example is showr in
Figure 15a, where g=220. When g= 1ll or g= Ill , the images parallel to g are visible, as
shown in Figure 15b where g=lll and the image direction is also [1111. For (I11)
Figure 15: V and dash-shaped images, crystal orientation (110). a: g=210, b: g=1 11.
orientations, V and dash-shaped images were observed in <422> directions when g=022 or
g=422.
The extinctions of the V-images satisfy the same rules as for the tweed structure
[Ref. 78,79]. The atom displacements for V and dash-shaped images are therefore concluded
to be in <110> directions on { 110) planes. It should be noted that the FCT crystallites which
give rise to the V-shape images are located in regions which have been enriched in
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manganese by the aging process, as will be proved later on. The V-images are seen by
matrix strain contrast. It is thus concluded from the directions of the images in (100), (110)
and (111) planes and the directions of tweed structure (parallel to the traces of (110) planes)
that the center lines of the V-shaped images and the direction of the dash-shaped images are
in <IIl> directions in the matrix crystal.
3. "Flickering" of V-shaped contrast
The V-images also display a distinct flickering behavior. For example, a group
of V-images which are pointing in one direction may be observed to execute an abrupt
rotation to another direction of pointing. The contrast variation in a given region exhibited
a consistent pattern. A common pattern was an abrupt rotation of approximately 90 degrees
of a small zig-zag group or of a short line (or pair of lines) of contrast. For example, the V-
points in a zig=zag group, or the alignment of the short lines of contrast, would suddenly
switch back and forth from pointing along one or the other of the two orthogonal (110)
tweed traces.
The dynamic behavior of the flickering activity wa observed and recorded with
a video systern. A schematic diagram for g=022 and a (100) crystal orientation are shown in
Figure 16. In this case all of the flickering images show displacements parallel to the g
vector. The pictures (a-i) on the upper line indicate the original image (before the contrast
change). The pictures on the lower line show the image shape after the contrast change, with
a superimposed dashed line showing the original image. In each case the flickering cycle is
completed by a contrast shift back to the original image. The arrows, one or two headed,
indicate the directions of motion of the image during the contrast change of the particular
mode of flickering.
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Figure 16: Schematically diagram of flickering for g = 022 reflection, (100) crystal orientation. Upper images;
before contrast change, Lower images; after contrast change.
Actually, there are a number of different modes of flickering, as illustrated in
Figures 16. In Figures 16a & 16i only one part of the image moves. In Figures l6b & 16e
one image moves to the other to coalesce and then moves back to the original position.
Figures 16c and 16d show two images moving to an intermediate position to coalesce and
then moving back to their original position. Figures 16f & 16g show V-shaped images
vibrating from one orientation to another while Figure 16h shows a reversal of contrast inside
the images without orientation change. Figures 16d & 16g are especially interesting in that
the coalescent images lie normal to the original and thus to g = 022. This implies that the
atomic displacements for the coalescent images are the same as for the original images. In
Figures 16d and 16g, there is a 90 degree change of orientation of the V-shaped features; in
Figure 16h there is a change of contrast within a given V-shaped image. Some of the V-
image groups remain static, i.e. do not flicker.
Flickering of the V-images was prominent in the temperature range between -
160"C and 70"C. As is the case with flickering within the conventional tweed contrast, the
flickering of the V-images diminishes significantly above about 70"C. The flickering
behavior was affected by the intensity of the incident electron beam; at increased electron
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beam intensity, the frequency of flickering increased. At a typical flickering site a visible
change of contrast took place between one and several times per second. During observation
of a given field of view on the TEM screen. a number of previously quiescent sites would
typically begin to flicker and at the same time certain sites that were initially flickering
would become quiescent.
4. Diffraction Results at Longer Aging Times
Samples aged at 450*C for 3 hours exhibited tweed structure and showed very
weak streaks and no satellites to diffraction spots in their SAEDPs. Tweed structure was
observed in all sample orientations except (11) and the SAEDP of the (111) orientation was
similar to that shown in Figure 17c. When aged at 450*C for 10 hours, the tweed structure
vanished and small V shaped images appeared. The SAEDPs associated with the V shaped
images show more pronounced streaking and diffraction spot satellites. Example SAEDPs
taken at the Bragg position for a sample
aged at 450°C for 10 hours are shown in
Figures 17a, b & c. Figures 17a' & b'
are taken at the same orientation at 17a
& b, but under tilting conditions.
In the (100) orientation short,
weak streaks are seen in the <220>
direction at every diffraction spot,
including the incident beam spot (Fig.
17a). When the specimen is tilted to a
Figure 17. & oV:SAEDP for sample aged at 450 C for 10
hours, (100) orientation. *:Near Bragg condition. a':Under
tilting conditions.
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slightly out of Bragg condition, satellites
appear in the <002> directions (Fig 17a').
In the (110) orientation there are
weak streaks in the <422> directions at 2
every diffraction spot (Fig 17b). When
tilted away from exact (110) orientation
satellites appear in <422> directions (Fig
17b').
In the (Ill) orientation streaks
Figure 17b & b':SAEDP for sample aged at 450 C for 10
hours, (110) orientation. b:Near Bragg Conditions.
are observed in the <422> directions and the b':Under Tilting Conditions.
streaks have diffuse spots at their intersections (Fig. 17c). The (11l) SAEDP for the sample
aged at 450°C for 10 hours is quite similar to the ( 111) SAEDP for the solution treated alloy.
All of the streaks and
satellites described above correspond to
<llO>* rel rods. These rel rods are
associated with (I l0)<l 10> static
displacement waves.
5. Trace Analysis and
Extinction Behavior of the V-contrast
Detailed analysis of the
tweed contrast in numerous systems,
such as aged Fe-Pd alloys (Ref. 781, and
Figure 17c:SAEDP for sample aged at 450 C for 10 hours,
(111) orientation. Taken at Bragg condition.
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aged Cu-Zn alloys [Ref. 80], has revealed that the lines of contrast (the tweed "striations")
typically lie along traces of (110) planes of a cubic phase, and obey extinction rules which
are consistent with them being due to underlying net <I 10> shear distortions of (110) planes.
In the present case of well-aged Cu-Mn alloys, the tweed contrast is largely
supplanted by a localized V-shaped contrast, but the dominant image axis of the V-shaped
morphology also lies along traces of (110) planes, ie., along the same traces which (at shorter
aging times) were defined by the
tweed striations. This is clear in the
time-exposed photograph, taken
from the (100) image plane, which
is presented as Figure 18. The V-
shapes often appear in parallel
clusters, with adjacent V's pointing
in opposite directions, forming a
sort of zigzag pattern. In this case,
the zigzag image contrast resembles
Figure 18: Alloy aged 10 hours at 450 C. (100) image plane
a miniaturized group of self- illustrating V-shaped images lying parallel to traces of (110) planes.
g = 002.
accommodating crystal units, a
morphology which is well-known in thermoelastic martensites.
The V-shaped images display extinctions similar to those ascribed to tweed
contrast by Robertson and Wayman [Ref. 81-831 indicating that static displacements within
the matrix give rise to the observed V-shaped contrast. Accordingly, it was possible to
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determine the direction of shear displacements producing the images. In this analysis two
possible static displacement directions were assumed:
R = 6(110)/<110> and, R = 6(110)/<111>,
where 6 is the atom displacement. The magnitude if atom displacement considered (from
its perfect lattice position) is very small, corresponding to a small fraction of the interatomic
distance.
Stereographic analysis was used to predict image directions for both needles and
plates of fct martensite forming on (110) crystal planes in the alloy matrix. Six stereographic
projections were prepared, two for each major zone axis (001, 110, and 111) and are included
as Figs. 19 to 25. The two projections for each major zone axis include one showing image
directions for all possible <110> type orientations for both plates and needles. The other
shows image direction for all possible <111> type orientations for plates and needles.
Figure 19 shows image directions
io
for all possible <110> directions on a (001) 1
plane. To determine the possible trace
directions for FCT needles, it is necessary to
find the pole corresponding to a possible o.. o 2010
1i2 112
atom displacement direction, say [1011, then 1
follow the line from that pole through the 11
center pole (marked 001) to the great circle. W
The intersection of that line with the great Figure 19: Stereographic Projection for the (001) sone
showing image directions due to <110> needles (arrows)
circle is the direction of the trace. Arrows and <110> plates (thick lines).
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mark all possible trace directions for <110>
type displacements caused by fct needles on
{001) planes. lo/
To find the possible trace
010oi 0 010
directions for FCT platelets, find the pole
corresponding to the platelets normal, then I 1
follow the line from this pole to the central 10
pole. The line at right angles to the line just
followed is the trace direction for this Figure 20: Stenographic Projection for the (001) zone
showing image direction associated with <111> needles
platelet. Heavy lines mark all possible trace and <111> plates.
directions for <110> type displacements caused by fct platelets.
In the case just examined the directions of traces due to FCT platelets and FCT
needles are the same. Examination of Figure 21 shows that the direction of traces due to
001 001
Figu1re 2: Stenographic Projection for the (110) z-one Figue 22: Stenographic projection for the (110) zone
showing image directions for <110> needles (arrows) showing image directions for <111> needles (arrows)
and <110> plates (thick lines), and <111> plates (thick lines).
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Figure 23: Stenographic Projection for the (111) zone Figure 24: Stenographic Projection for the (111) zone
showing image directions for <110> needles (arrows) showing image directio.is for <111:> needles (arrows)
and <110> plates (thick lines), and <111> plates (thick lines).
FCT platelets and FCT needles do not always correspond. The traces of planes with <110>
type normals are in [001], [111] and [Al1] directions. The traces of needles with <110> axis
directions are [112], [112] and [001] dire1tions.
Figure 25 compares the predicted trace directions for <110> needles, <110> plates,
<II1> needles and <111> plates with the observed trac? directions. Examination of this
figur shows that the image directions for both <111> needles ar 1! (110) plates are possible.
Since the predicted image directions for <110> needles and (l l) plates do not contain the
observed [111 l] or 111 I ] directions, these shapes are discounted.
A resolution of martensite t:,pe and orientation is not possible from this analysis
alone, as the observed images are missing some trace directions which would be expected for
both <l ll> needles and (110) plates. Additional analysis of V-shaped image extinction data
is needed to make the final determination of marter, site type.
A strict quantitative analysis of strain contrast reou.ires the use of the dynamical
theory of electron diffraction. However, in this case, where the extinction of images is due
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Figure 25: Comparison between actual image directions cd image directions predicted by stenographic projection.
to static displacement, R, the use of kinematical theory is sufficient. For a locally distorted
crystal, the distortion induces an extra phase factor exp(-ta), where a = 2?rg.R, and where
g is the reciprocal lattice vector of the operating diffracted beam in a two-beam condition.
This phase factor ,.an essentially be applied to the dynamical theory without change of the
expression. The strain field contrast depends on the value of a, and image extinction occurs
when a = 0. If we exclude the scaling factor (27r) and -onsider cartesian coordinates, g.R
can be written:
g.R-gARx+gyR +gR" (1)
Values of g.R other than 0 may be used to qualitatively indicate the strength of
contrast in the directions determined, ie., a value of 4 would produce a "stronger" image than
say a value of 2. Thus, it is possible to determine the atomic displacement directions from
the extinction rule, where a = 0, and by assuming that images produced from line features
in the crystal ,:e projections on the film plane.
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Image extinctions for three low-index crystallographic zones; (001), (011), and
(I 11), were predicted for both displacement directions, <110> and <111>. The predicted
image extinctions were then compared with those actually observed in images from a
overaged Cu-Mn-Al alloy sample which displayed the V-shaped and zigzag morphologies.
In each case a "truth table" of dot products was calculated for g.R, and this product used to
predict the expected image axis directions and qualitative contrast intensities. Figures 26,
27 & 28 contain the overaged Cu-Mn-Al (001), (111) and (011) zone images. Table II
contains the tabulated values of g.R
Examination of Figure 28, which shows g vectors of 022, 200, 111 & 111 (a-d)
shows two V-shaped image directions. Extinction of one direction of V-shaped image occurs
when g = 111 and the other direction becomes extinct with g = 11. This observation agrees
with the tabulated values of g.R in Table II R = c< 110> which show the image associated
with R = c[101] is missing with g I Il but present with g = Ill while the image associated
with R = c[1011 is present with g = 111 but missing with g = 1O]. It does not agree with the
tabulated values for R = c< 11> which does not show image extinctions (but does show a
change in contrast) for those g vectors.
Table II: Tabulation of g - R
Observation Direction
<001> <011> <111>
= 220 020 200 1il 022 11I 022 202
R = c<110> 110 0 0 2c 0 2c 2e 2c 2c
(assumed) 101 -2c 26 2c 2e -2c 0 -2c 46
011 2c 26 0 0 0 0 0 2c
110 -4c 0 26 2e -2c 0 -2c 2e
101 -26 -26 26 0 2e 26 2e 0
Oi -26 2c 0 26 -4e -2e -4e 2e
R = c<lll> 111 0 2e 2e C 0 e 0 4e
(assumed) 111 -46 -2e 2c 3c -4c -e -4c 4e
111 0 26 26 -c 46 36 46 0
Iii 4E 26 -26 -e 0 -C 0 0
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Combination of the image direction analysis with the image extinction analysis
reveals that the most likely atomic displacement is of the form (1 10)<110>; this is the mode
of displacement most commonly associated with tweed contrast microstructures.
6. Diffraction Streaking: Extinction Analysis
Cu-Mn samples aged to reveal V-shaped images also show weak streaking in the
associated SAEDP. These streaks can be used to identify the microstructure in the area
selected for imaging. Diffraction spot streaking is associated with either the shape of crystal
defects in the lattice or from lattice strain associated with them. Stenographic projection can
be used to predict the direction of diffraction spot streaking. In this case expected streak
direction for <110> type atomic displacements is shown by arrows in Figures 19, 21 & 23,
while streak directions for <Ill> type atomic displacements is shown by arrows in Figures
20, 22 & 24.
Figure 29 shows diffraction spot streaking for a [001] zone pattern taken from a
Cu-Mn sample aged at 400°C for 10 hours. This sample shows streaking in the [220] and
[220] directions. Examination of Figures 19 and 20 shows that all streaks predicted by <111>
type atomic displacements are present while only two of the four streaks predicted by <110>
type atomic displacements exist. Figure 30 shows diffraction streaking for a [011] zone
pattern acquired from a Cu-Mn sample aged at 500°C for 8 hours. This sample shows
streaking in the [211 ] and [211] directions. Comparing the observed directions to those
predicted in Figures 21 and 22 shows that while one streak predicted for the <110> type
atomic displacement is missing, the streak directions are wrong for <111> type atomic
displacements where <111> streaking is predicted.
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Figure 26: Aged Cu-Mn showing V-shaped images, (001) Zone, a: g 2,b: 5 020, c: g 020, d: g 1 00.
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Figure 27: Aged Cu-Mn alloy showing V-shaped images, ([II) z-one, a: Bragg condition, b: g = 022- .nd c: g = 201I.
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Figure 28: Aged Cu-Mn alloy showing V-shaped images, (011) zone, a: S=021, b: g=200, c: g=11I, d: g=I11.
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Figure 29: Diffraction spot streaking for a 10011 zone pattern taken from a Cu-Mn sample aged at 400 C for 10
hours.
Figure 30: Diffraction streaking for a (0111 zone pattern acquired from a Cu-:Mn sample aged at 600Y C for 8 hours.
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The extinction of relrods can be used to further characterize the microstructure.
Relrod extinction will occur when g • e = 0. If we assume the static shear displacement wave
(1 10)<I10> normally found in tweed structure e = e<1 10>. The number of <110> relrods
which will vanish is 2 for (hOO), 1 for (hh0) and 3 for (hhh) reflections. Tables III and IV
tabulate values of g-e for the g vectors found Figures 27 and 28. Actual streak direction seen
in Figures 27 and 28 are listed below each table.
Table III: Streak Extinction Analysis (011) Zone Axis
Atom Streak Value of g-e
Displacement Direction = 022 g = 200 g= 111 g = Ill
110 211 2 2 2 0
101 211 0 2 0 -2
011 022 2 0 0 0
110 211 2 2 0 -2
101 211 2 2 2 0
01 000 4 0 2 2
The actual streaks observed in Figure 27 are:
g = 022 streak directions: 211, 211
g = 200 streak directions: 211, 211
g = Ill streak directions: 211
g = Ill streak directions: 211
Table IV: Streak Extinction Analysis (il) Zone Axis
Atom Displacement Streak Direction Value of g-e
__ = 022 g =202
110 224 2 2
101 242 -2 4
011 022 0 2
110 220 -2 2
101 202 2 0
011 422 4 -2
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The actual streaks shown in Figure 28 are:
g = 022 streak directions: 220,202,224,242,422
g = 202 streak directions: 220,022,422,224,242
Figure 31 summarizes the expected streak directions and actual streak directions
for each of the three zones. By combining the streak direction analysis with the streak
extinction analysis, it becomes clear that an atomic displacement of the form (I 10)<1 10> fits
the experimental observations much better than an atomic displacement of the form
(I 10)<111>, and that (110) plates fit the observation better than <110> needles.
7. High Resolution TEM
In order to examine the correlation between lattice fringes and the V-shaped
images due to diffraction contrast, the lattice images were intentionally taken in such a way
that both images overlapped. This required the sacrifice of some lattice fringe image quality.
Additionally, flickering occurred during the film exposure further deteriorating lattice image
quality. An example lattice fringe image photograph is included as Figure 32. The SAEDP
for this image showed the incident beam, a strong <111> systematic reflection and twc weak
<002> reflections. The crystal is at a near (110) orientation and the crystallographic
directions are indicated. The large dark area lying in approximately a [I Il] orientation shows
the V-shaped images. The horizonal fringes exactly correspond to (111) planes whose
spacing is 0.22nm and will be referred to as (111) fringes. The oblique fringes were
frequently seen inside of, and in the neighborhood of V-shaped images. There are two type
of oblique fringes. One type, which runs from upper left to lower right has a fringe spacing
of from 0.l9nm (the spacing of (002) planes) to 0.24nm and are almost normal to the [002]
direction. Even thought the fringe spacing does not always match the (002) plane spacing,
these fringes are thought to be (002) planes and will be referred to as (002) fringcs. The
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Zone <110>* relrod <111>* relrod <110>* relrod Observed
Axis + extinction.
200 220
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Figure 31: Comparison of predicted and actual diffraction spot streaking for [001], [011] and [111] zone axis.
other oblique fringe rurts from upper right to lower left and have a spacing of 0.19nm to
0.24nm. These fringes are less distinct, but make an angle nearly the same as (002) fringes
with respect to the [ll 1] direction and are therefore thought to be the lattice fringes of a
twin crystallite with a [Ill I] twinning axis. The approximate twin size is 20nm x 200nm and
the twin boundary has not been observed. It should be noted that the SAEDP associated with
this image does not show twin spots, possibly because the twins are small both in size and in
number.
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FIgure 32: HREM showing correlation between lattice fringes and V-shaped imaged. FCT crystallites and twins with
(1111 twinning axis are seen near V-shaped image.
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When (1Il) fringes pass across a branch of a V-shaped image they are seen :o
shift. Sometimes an individual fringe will disappear. There is no measurable change in
fringe spacing between one side of the V-shaped image branch and the other. The largest
shift in (111) fringes normally occurs when they cross the branch of a V-shaped image
towaids its tip. The shift in the (I11) fringes is thought to occur due to the presence of an
FCT crystallite within the V-shaped image. The existence of an FCT crystallite is also
supported by the higher concentration of manganese at V-shaped images as reported below.
The exact FCT crystal boundary location is not clear, but its approximate location is shown
by the shifted and missing fringes. The missing fringes indicate dislocations which are
predominately edge in character and are thus an additional indication of the FCT crystallite
boundary location.
8. Microbeam compositional analysis
The Cu-Mn phase diagram shows a miscibility gap between 40-90% Mn by
weight. Aging of the alloy thus results in concentration gradients. Measurements of Cu and
Mn concentration was performed on
the rounded sites which contain V-
shaped images, and on the
surrounding matrix of the ,
microstructure. Typical results are
given in Figure 33a for the matrix _
and Figure 33b for a V-shaped 
_
image. The Mn concentration in -- a ll
G. PL) L.. 0'tj H,. (10.
I I< t _ V 1 n'-/r. I n~ UE K E V I0-1."!, R E D
the vicinity of the V-shaped images
is clearly higher than in the matrix.
Figure 33: EDX analysis of Cu and Mn for matrix (a), and for round
or V-shaped image (b). Sample aged at 450" C for 10 hours.
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A rough estimate of Mn concentration was obtained for a number of regions
which contained V-shaped images; the Mn concentration varied from 49% to 59% by weight.
Since these V-containing images were completely embedded in the matrix, the actual Mn
concentration in the regions which form V-shaped images is probably much higher. At Mn
concentrations of 80 wt. % or greater FCT martensite is stable at room temperature [Ref. 12].
From these results, it seems quite possible that the Mn concentration in the vicinity of the
V-shaped images is high enough for the FCT phase to be stable at room temperature.
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V. DISCUSSION
A. "Mottled" and "String" Images
The term "tweed" is a generic term for a particular sort of diffraction contrast in TEM
images. This typically consists of irregular lines of contrast lying approximately along traces
of {110) planes of a cubic parent phase, forming a kind of cross-hatched pattern. The lines
of contrast obey extinction rules which are consistent with them being due to <110> shear
distortions of (110) planes [Ref. 81,84]. There are numerous systems in which tweed
microstructures are observed, and a variety of origins of the shear distortions which are one
of the two basic conditions that must be satisfied for this type of image to develop. The
conditions are: (i) a source of finely distributed centers of asymmetric strain, and (ii) an
elastically anisotropic matrix phase. In different systems the strain centers may be G-P zones
[Ref. 84], fine precipitates [Ref. 851, ordered domains [Ref. 86], or simply domains in which
there is an incipient lattice transition which distorts the lattice [Ref. 87]. For many cubic
lattices, the existence of certain soft elastic constants often provides a matrix phase which
is particularly susceptible to shear distortions of the type (1 10)<1 10> [Ref. 88]. In order to
excite this distortion, based on the <110> transverse phonon mode, the straining centers
distributed in the matrix must be asymmetric. If they are symmetric, they are more likely
to excite the typically soft <100> longitudinal mode, the distortions of which would lead to
(100) contrast traces rather #-an the typical (110] contrast traces of a true tweed
microstructure [Ref. 90].
For an aging temperature of 400"C, the alloy studied in the present work displayed a
"mottled" contrast for aging times less than about 4 hours, as seen in Figure 34. The fact that
a tweed contrast microstructure is rot displayed at these short aging times indicates that the
conditions for tweed [Ref. 84] have not (yet) been satisfied. That is, there are either not
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enough points of asymmetric strain
in the microstructure, and/or the
level of asymmetric strain provided
by each point is not sufficicnt. If
we assume that the source of
asymmetric straining points in this
case is the distortion of the
incipient I 2C to FCT lattice
transition occurring within Mn-
enriched regions in the
Figure 34: Mottled contrast and slip trace in sample aged 2 hours at
microstructure, then it is apparent 400 C. Bright field image with g=l1S. Beam direction near <110>.
that at these early times the phase separation in the Cu-Mn FCC solid solution has not yet
produced sufficient numbers of Mn-enriched regions or that perhaps the regions have not
yet achieved the degree of Mn enrichment required to undergo a tetragonal distortion upon
cooling.
B. Tweed Contrast
The "sharpness" of a tweed microstructure, that is to say the degree of alignment and
contrast, is dependent on the distribution, the natwre and the magnitude of the strain centers,
as well as the degree of anisotropy of the matrix phase. If any of these factors is deficient
(not enough strain centers, not enough asymmetric distortion provided by each strain center,
or insufficient elastic anisotropy of the matrix), the typical (I 10)-aligned tweed contrast will
not be observed; in these "weak" cases the image will simply present a "mottled" contrast.
Therefore, many "tweedy" alloys show a variation in the distinction of the tweed contrast as
the distribution and strength of the strain centers changes, for example with aging [Ref. 84]
or upon cooling toward a temperature range of lattice instability [Ref. 89).
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The extinction phenomenon described in section 4.1.3 and the existence of <1 10>* rel
rods indicates that the tweed structure is caused by (I 10l)<l0> displacement waves. These
results are consistent with the report of Fe-Pd alloys by Oshima et al [Ref. 78].
C. "Tweed Bands"
The surfaces of an electropolished Cu-Mn-Al sample were normally covered by a thin
manganese rich layer which was mainly amorphous and partly crystalline. If the amorphous
layer is removed by ion bombardment, tweed bands were easily observed in the thicker
regions of a foil. This implies that tweed bands are related to surface phenomenon. The
three dimensional distributions of tweed contrast has been reported to have the highest
density near foil surfaces and those of tweed band contrast are thought to have the highest
density closer to the foil surfaces than tweed contrast [Ref. 78]. By using molecular-
dynamics simulations, Silberstein and Clapp have found that an interatomic potential that is
unstable to (I 10)<110> shears leads to t veed formation in fcc crystals [Ref. 90]. It is possible
that the (110)<110> shear displacements observed in aged Incramute is due to the bulk
material having a interatomic potential similar to the one investigated by Silberstein and
Clapp. It is known that the binding state of interior atoms in a bulk crystal are different
from the binding state of atoms on, or very close to a free surface. If the interatomic
potential of the atoms near free surfaces is different in such a way that surface material is
unstable to shears in a (110) plane but with a direction different from <110>, a structure,
namely tweed band, different then tweed structure will appear.
The SAEDP from a crystal with (11l) orientation shows strong streaking in the <422>
directions. This streaking is much stronger than the streaking from the (100) and (110)
orientations, and can be explained to correspond to <1 0>* rel rods. It is possible that the
strength of the <422> streaking in the (I l) orientation is due to it being the superposition
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of <1 0>* rel rods and atom displacement in the <112> direction. If so, the displacement
waves near the surface responsible for tweed bands would be (1 10)<112>.
D. "V-shaped" Contrast
The most vivid features seen in Fig. 12 are the small sets of zig-zag pattern. These are
localized, presumably to the most Mn-enriched regions, and the most distinct groups of this
sort were not observed to be flickering. We therefore assume that they represent static
groups of self-accommodating FCT units. They are very reminiscent in form, but much
smaller in size, than the type of self-accommodating martensite plate groups which are well-
known to form for many thermoelastic martensites [Ref. 91]. The "V-shapes" within these
groups are pointing exactly along one or the other of the two obvious {110) tweed traces in
this <100> beam direction image. The obvious indication is that the habit plane traces of the
V-shaped crystals in these zig-zag groups are clustered fairly closely around one of the (110)
parent phase planes, and in fact seem to be symmetrically disposed with respect to these
parent planes. This is completely consistent with the usual morphological behavior of groups
of self-accommodating martensite plates in shape memory alloys.
HREM has revealed the presence of a FCT martensite crystallite within V-shaped
images and small twins with an <1I1> twinning axis. The twins are thought to be located in
the matrix outside of the FCT crystal since a twin with a <110> twinning axis would be seen
if it were in a FCT crystal. Part of the strain caused by the formation of FCT martensite is
released by the formation of the small twins, residual strain in the matrix causes the V-
shaped image. The atomic displacements due to the matrix strain are in the <110> direction
on (110) planes as previously described and the center line of the V-shaped images is in
<Ill> directions.
The V-shaped images arise from matrix strain contrast caused both by FCT martensite
and twins lie outside FCT martensite. The legs of the V itself represent a strained boundary
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between the FCC matrix and the FCT martensite or between two FCT martensites. The open
end of the V is clearly a coherent, indeed a boundaryless region.
FCT martensites are located in manganese rich regions. Tsunoda et al report that the
stiffness modulus:
C'-1(C1 1-C12) (2)
decreases to approximately zero as manganese content increases to 82 at. % [Ref. 92]. It is,
therefore expected that (110) twins would be present in FCT rnartensite or in the manganese
rich regions. No (110) twins have been detected to date.
E. Modeling of the Microstructure
1. Strain Effects on Transformation
In this section a model of Cu-Mn microstructure morphology during aging and
subsequent cooling will be presented. This model provides an explanation of changes in
flickering activity and in the Specific Damping Capacity (SDC) with aging.
Vitek and Warlimont demonstrated that Manganese rich Cu-Mn alloys undergo
decomposition at elevated temperatures within a metastable miscibility gap [Ref. 93].
Vintaykin et al refined the location of this miscibility gap which intersects 400°C at
approximately 33 wt. % Mn and 93 wt. % Mn (see Figure 1) [Ref. 28]. Since the original
composition of Incramute is 44.8 wt. % Mn, after aging beyond a certain required minimum,
the microstructure will consist of small Mn enriched regions surrounded by larger Mn
depleted regions (see Figure 1).
Further examination of Figure 1 shows that the edge of the strain spinodal
intersects 400°C at approximately 45 wt. % Mn. This indicates that Incramute is at the very
edge of this region. Vintaykin, Dmitriyev and Udovenko [Ref. 28] investigated several Cu-
Mn alloys, including one, which at 48.5 at. % Mn, is almost identical to Incramute (it must
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be noted that Incramute has additional alloying elements), and determined that the
mechanism of decomposition for this alloy was most likely nucleation and growth.
Hillert shows that the size of the critical radius for nucleation and growth is
proportional to the distance between the alloy composition and the edge of the miscibility
gap. The critical radius approaches zero at the spinodal and infinity at the miscibility gap
(Some composition inhomogeneity is required even for spinodal decomposition). The
processes of nucleation and growth and spinodal decomposition can be thought of as
continuous in this region; If a large enough nucleate is formed with a maximum composition
within the spinodal, the same thermodynamic forces that cause spinodal decomposition will
encourage its growth. [Ref. 94]
The decomposition of the microstructure into small Mn enriched regions and large
Mn depleted regions results in localized strained regions in the crystal in the area around and
within the Mn enriched regions due to the lattice mismatch between these regions. Clapp
demonstrates that localized strained regions can result in the formation of soft phonon modes,
that is a large reduction in the elastic constant [Ref. 95]. This large reduction in the elastic
constant allows large strains to develop at relatively low stress.
The existence in a soft phonon mode in Cu-Mn was demonstrated by Tsunoda et
al [Ref. 92]. Figure 35 which was copied from Reference 92 shows the value of C'
approaching zero at approximately 82 at. % Mn, the composition at which the Neel
Temperature is approximately the same as room temperature. A low value of C' indicates
that the FCC lattice is unstable to the ( 110)<1I0> shear mode. A coupling of two (I I0)<IIO>
shears, which give a net <112> displacement, can create an FCT lattice.
Silberstein and Clapp modeled the lattice potential vs strain as a double minimum
curve in the case of a strongly anharmonic lattice which exhibited a <1l0>(110) shear
instability [Ref. 90]. Figure 36 shows this double minimum curve. The height of the energy
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barrier is marked as c. At various temperatures the
system properties are: . .
S n llm ' o r,." 
A
. If kT < c, the crystal will tend to stay in a
strained configuration (tetragonal) as the kinetic
energy is not large enough to surmount the free o' '" r,.1
energy barrier. A diffraction pattern taken
12 4'T F''
under this condition would show spot -'
displacement from the Bragg position. 
2. If kt - , the crystal has a finite probability
of climbing the energy barrier and will keep -\
switching from one strained configuration to the
other. A diffraction pattern would show spot
splitting or elongation. - ['
3. If kt > c, the crystal lattice will behave as a l n N 40 2) fj
regular FCC lattice with the atoms vibrating Figure 35: Elastic Moduli of Cu-Mn alloys as
around the zero strain position. The diffraction determined by neutron and ultrasonic
pattern should show peaks at the regular Bragg measurement at room temperature.
position.
2. Mechanism of Flickering
In Incramute the height of the energy barrier, c, would be approximately equal
to k-I n, where Tn is the Neel temperature which is approximately the same as Ms, the
martensitic start temperature. Figure I (phase .... gram) shows that Tn (and Ms) increase
with increasing Mn concentration which would indicate that the height of the energy barrier
would also increase with increasing Mn
concentration.
Since Incramute lies within the
miscibility gap (see Figure 1) and exhibits
a continuous composition gradient during Z
decomposition as shown in Figure 37, after
SlIFAR STRNAI
Figure 36: Schematic drawing of potential energy vs shear
strain model for locally strained regions in the crystal.
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Figure 37: Schematic drawing of Incramute composition at 4 and 8 hours.
sufficient aging, some portion of the microstructure is at the composition where Tn is the
same as Tan (assuming Tan* is around the normal room temperature). Any addition of
energy, such as energy added by the electron beam or the damping experiment will cause an
FCT to -CC transformation of some small amount of the microstructure. Cyclic or
fluctuating energy addition, such as that added by the damping experiment or experienced
by local sites in the vicinity of the electron beam, will result in an continuous FCT to FCC
to FCT transformation in these susceptible regions of the microstructure.
The energy required to cause this FCT to FCC to FCT transformation would be
very low within regions whose composition is close to the composition where Tn is the same
as Tam. The c/a ratio of these regions is close to I since the c/a ratio for Incramute
decreases with increasing Mn. Thus the regions lying near the edge of the Mn enriched zone
are easily reoriented by the vibrational waves caused by the TEM or damping experiment.
As the vibrational wave moves into the center of the Mn enriched zone it is amplified by the
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reorientation of the c-axis of regions through which it passes. If the vibrational wave is of
sufficient amplitude it is able to reorient the zones having the highest Mn enrichment.
In aged Incramute, Mn enriched regions show V-shaped images which resemble
the self accommodating crystallites found in shape memory alloys. Within each of the V's,
the crystallites c/a ratio decreases from the open end (where it is approximately 1) towards
the tip. Alternate V's contain crystallites normally related by a twin orientation (which in




Figure 38: 'Cartoon' showing the mechanism of transformation from one V-shaped orientation to another as observed
during flickering.
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region containing self accommodating crystallites with two c-axis orientations from one V-
shaped region orientation to another. Figure 38a shows the Mn-enriched region prior to
arrival of the vibrational wave which will cause the transformation. In Figure 38b-e the
vibrational wave enters the region and transforms it into a crystal with one c-axis orientation.
The resulting crystal is highly stressed due to all of the c-axis being aligned which causes it
to be 'too small' in one direction. In Figure 38f-h a spontaneous, second, transformation
relieves the stresses caused by the first transformation creating FCT regions with an third c-
axis orientation which is twin related to the c-axis orientation created in the first
transformation. Figure 38i shows the final transformation product, a region of self-
accommodating crystallites with the V's pointed in a different direction than the original
configuration.
In Incramute samples that contain tweed structure, flickering involves one or two
string images. Sometimes only a short or partial string image is seen to flicker. This suggests
that flickering is caused by local stresses which affect only one or two string images. At the
aging times that produce tweed structure the maximum Mn concentration is probably below
the miscibility gap limit (see Figure 4) and the width of the Mn concentration peaks is small.
This implies that the size of the FCT region is very small and c/a ration close to 1.0 Little
energy is r:tu-2 rz3:,-nt one ,rf thes, , -girns and the specific damping coefficient is
thus lower than that at more extended aging times.
Flickering is thus caused by the reorientation of the FCT crystallites which lie in
Mn enriched regions of the matrix. This transformation occurs extremely rapidly and results
in changes of strain contrast due to the reorientation of the strained regions between the self
accommodating crystallites and / or between FCT crystallites and the matrix.
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3. Thermodynamic Transformation Model
A spinodally decomposing alloy is one whose free energy vs composition curve
is characterized by a region in which G"(c)
is negative (see figure 39). Shewman [Ref.
96] gives the relationship between diffusion
® V Incramute





0 Atomic % Mn 100
* D is the Diffusion coefficient. Figure : Schematic diagram of Free energy vs
Composition for Cu-Mn alloys at 400" C.
* M is the mobility.
* C the composition.
* G" the second derivative of the Free Energy.
Cahn [Ref. 97) describes the various factors that effect free energy which include
(but is not limited to) bond energy, interface energy and strain energy. Relationships
described by Shewman [Ref. 96] are used to develop a model of composition vs time which
includes terms related to each of these three energies.
Free energy due to atomic bonding using a nearest neighbor model is given by
Shewman as:
Gb(C)-l/NZC(1 -C)(2VA,-U- V,)+R7ICln(C)+( -C)n(1 -C)] (4)
Where:
" Gb = free energy due to bonding
" VM = energy of an A-A bond.
* V95 = energy of an B-B bond.
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* VA1B= energy of an A-B bond.
" N = the number of atoms in a mole.
" Z = the number of nearest neighbors.
* C = atomic fraction of B atoms.
" R = ideal gas constant.
The second derivative of this expression is:
+ 1G/( C)- Z( V A-V-V) +M T + I-C ) (5)
For the interfacial free energy Shewman recommends the relationship:
G,- &,C (6);L2
Where:
e = the interfacial free energy.
* c = a constant of proportionality
9 A = the wavelength of the fluctuation.
9 AC = the change in composition across the interface




* G= The second derivative of strain free energy.
S fi The rate of change of the lattice parameter per unit change in concentration.
* E = Young's modulus.
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v i = Poisson's ratio.
4. Computer Model of the Transformation
Since many of the parameters required by the free energy expressions were
unavailable a number of assumptions were made in developing the computer model.
Specifically:
" Since the lattice parameter of Mn is larger than that of Cu, 17 was assumed to be
positive and constant.
" Examination of Figure 35 shows that C', the elastic modulus of interest in this
transformation, decreases as the at. % Mn increases, up to the alloy composition at
which the Neel Temperature is equal to room temperature. Since the Neel
Temperature intersects 100 at. % Mn below 200"C and the temperature to be studied
in the model is 400"C, the elastic modulus was assumed to decreased with increasing
Mn concentration.
" By definition G" = 0 at the spinodal. The two unknown constants were solved for by
using the intersection of the strain spinodal and 400"C.
" Interface free energy acts to determine the minimum wavelength and to make a coarser
microstructure energetically favorable. Since the value of interface free energy, G,--+0
as A-too, and due to the complexity of determining AC for a given interface and
determining which interface was related to which wave, the relationship d1 (A)=C/A 2
was assumed. This makes the diffusion coefficient more positive, or less negative at
shorter wavelengths and thus encourages coarsening. G i was neglected in solving for
the unknown constants.
Combining the equations for G" and G" yields:
G(c)-K 1+ R +K2(1 -c) ()
c(1 -C)
For the first computer run, the exact value of the strain spinodal was used to
determine Ki and K2, specifically the strain spinodal intersects 400°C at compositions of 49
at. % Mn and 87 at. % Mn. The maximum composition reached in the model's composition
profile matched that predicted by the miscibility gap at 400°C. However the minimum
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composition reached by the computer model was much higher than predicted by the
miscibility gap at 400°C and the strain spinodal values used to actually set K1 and K2 for the
final computer model were 45 at. % Mn and 87 at. % Mn. These values gave a reasonable
match between the maximum and minimum values for composition predicted by the
computer model and by the miscibility gap. Combining equation (1) and (6), d, and the
values of K1 and K2 determined by the method given above gave the following diffusion
equation:
d(c)=- 13.74c(1 -c) +1.33+ 15.20c(1 -c)2+ - -  (9)
Figure 40 shows the value of the 150
diffusion coefficient for two different 4100
lUmbd. 40 L-bd.
values of Lambda, the approximate initial 0.50
value of 8, and the final value of 40. The . sp ,
Spinod.)
small difference is sufficient to cause Q-0.5
microstructural coarsening. Figures 41 and _,oop.................................................
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42 show the initial composition profiles Figure 40: Plot of Equation 7 (diffusion coefficient vs
atomic % Mn) for A=8 & A=40.
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Figure 41: Initial composition for computer model Figure 42: Initial composition for computer model of
simulating Incramute transformation. 70 at. % Mn transformation.
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compositions are used to allow comparison of the transformation of an alloy near the edge
of the spinodal (Incramute), and a alloy near the center of the spinodal (70 at. % Mn). A
initial sinusoidal composition profile was used since for spinodal decomposition to occur
some initial microstructural inhomogeneity is needed.
5. Computer Model Results
Figures 43 and 44 show the composition profile during the early part of the
transformation before coarsening has started. 'I he Incramute profile appears as a series of
sharp peaks which don't quite reach the miscibility gap. The 70 at. % Mn alloy has reached
the edge of the miscibility gap and broken up into broad peaks.
Figures 45 and 46 show the composition profile at an intermediate aging time
when both alloys have started to coarsen. At this stage of coarsening some of the peaks have
been absorbed by the others and at least one of the peaks is notable larger than the others.
Figures 47 and 48 show the composition profile at an extended aging tim,; when an
equilibrium profile (for the computer model) is being approached. After extending aging
the composition profile shows one or two large Mn enriched regions surrounded by Cu
enriched regions.
Figure 49 was prepared by counting the number of peaks every one hundred time
steps and dividing the total number of node points in the model by the number of peaks to
determine the average wavelength. This figure shows that Incramute coarsens more slowly
than the 70 at. % Mn alloy until the width of one of the Mn-enriched regions starts to
increase then coarsens much more rapidly. Figure 50, which was copied from Reference 28,
shows alloy 1, (which as the same at. % Mn as Incramute), initially coarsening much more
rapidly than alloys 2-4, (the computer model of 70 at. % Mn composition lies midway
between alloy 3 and 4), then, after extended aging, much more slowly then alloys 2-4.
Vintaykin characterizes alloy 1 as undergoing nucleation and growth as opposed to a pure
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spinodal decomposition. The S shaped curve of the Incramute modulation wavelength shown
in Figure 49 is characteristic of a nucleation and growth phenomenon. The absence of the
S shaped curve in Vintaykin's data is probable explained by nucleation taking place during
the quench after solution treatment of his sample.
In order to test the theory that the portion of the microstructure which is at the
composition where Tn is the same as Ta causes flickering and high damping behavior by
undergoing a reversible FCC-FCT transformation, an attempt was made to measure the
amount of microstructure in the composition profile of the model near the composition of
80 at. % Mn (the composition where Tn = 20"C). This amount should be proportional to the
radius of the peak (since the region of the inicrostructure occupied by the FCT martensites
is very roughly disc (or plate) shaped and thus -2-D) divided by the slope of the composition
profile at 80 at. % Mn (since the higher the slope, the less microstructure around that
composition). A problem with this model is that the maximum slope is reached when one
node point is at the composition of Mn corresponding to one leg of the miscibility gap while
the next node point is at the composition of Mn corresponding to the other leg of the
miscibility gap, a slope of about 1. This results in the amount of microstructure at a
composition near 80 at. % Mn, as measured by the model, being too high at extended aging
times. The actual maximum slope would be oo, as diffusion slowed to zero, which would
result in no finite volume of microstructure at 80 at. % Mn. Figur" 51 shows the relative
amount of Incramute microstructure near 80 at. % Mn using the computer model vs. time.
Figure 52 is a plot of SDC at an average peak strain of IE-3 vs time using data
taken from previous work at Naval Postgraduate School [Ref. 98]. The shape of Figure 51
and Figure 52 are similar, and SDC decreases rapidly, back to its initial value as
microstructure coarsening slows (refer to Figure 49).
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The reason for the decrease in SDC with aging can be explained by the shape of
the composition profile. After extended aging the composition profile resembles a square
wave with upper and lower values equal to the compositions corresponding to the miscibility
gap concentrations at 400* C. The portion of the microstructure corresponding to the lower
Mn concentration is FCC, the portion which is Mn-enriched is FCT with a c/a ratio of -. 96.
With this high a c/a ration a relatively high amount of energy is needed to reorient the c-
axis. Additionally the absence of any significant amount of FCT with a c/a ratio of 1.0
results in no amplification of the vibrational wave. Without this amplification vibrational
waves of large enough magnitude to reorient the FCT crystallites at lower aging times are no
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Figure 45: Composition profile of Incramute at the beginning of microstructural coarsening. Note that the last peak's
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F. Mechanisms of High Damping
1. Strain Dependence of Damping
Some insight into the mechanisms of damping which underlay the behavior of
high-damping alloys can be obtained by examining the strain-dependence of the damping.
The typical pattern of the strain-dependence of damping is shown in Figure 53, which was
developed from data presented in [Ref. 99], for a number of high damping alloys.
It is observed 80
that in most high-damping Fe-Cr-Mo
alloys, the damping which is Ti-Ni-Cu
Cu-Al-Nj
realized is a sensitive
' 40
function of the (cyclic) Cu-lw AL
strain amplitude which is /Cu- n-A
20
imposed, with damping
increasing as the strain 0
1 10 101 10' 10,
Cyclic Strain Amplitude (x IE6)
amplitude increases.
Figure 53: SDC vs cyclic strain amplitude for Ti-Ni, Cu-Al-Ni and Cu-Zn-Al
shape memory alloys, a Fe-Cr-Mo ferromagnetic alloy, and a Cu-Mn-based
Typically, there is a distinct anti-ferromagnetic alloy.
strain threshold, above which the high damping mechanism is activated. (The specific value
of this strain threshold depends upon the alloy, and of course upon its prior
thermomechanical history.) Above the strain threshold, the damping typically exhibits a
strong dependence upon the cyclic strain, increasing rapidly as strain increases. Eventually,
the damping saturates, that is, reaches a ma-imum.
This strain-dependant behavior suggests that each of these alloys has a mechanism
of internal friction that can be activated only by the application of sufficient strain, and also
that there is a limit to the ability of this mechanism to operate.
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2. Damping by Microstructural Boundaries
Based on this information, we can conceive a simple microstructural model for
high-damping alloys. First, we many note that in virtually all the well-known high-damping
alloys, the microstructural features which are believed to be associated with high damping
are some sort of mobile crystallographic boundaries. In the various classes of high damping
alloys, these may be ferromagnetic domain walls, twin boundaries and so forth. Some
illustrations of the form and distribution of such boundaries are given in Figure 54a & b.
As these photomicrographs
show, the microstructure
typically is subdivided by a
large number of closely-
spaced boundaries. In
general, we may assume that
the internal friction
(damping) which can be
provided by a given
microstructure is dependant
Figure 64: Illustration of the "subdivision" of parent phase grains into
martensite plate variants in thermoelatic Cu-Zn-Al. The numerous
on: intervariant boundaries can absorb energy as they move (Ref. 1001.
1. The number of potentially high-damping features which are capable of reversible
movement.
2. The extent to which these features move under given conditions.
3. The friction which resists such movement.
The essence of this qualitative description of high damping mechanisms can be
paraphrased by stating that in order to realize high damping we must have available a lot of
reasonably mobile features (which we now realize to be mainly mobile intercrystalline
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Figure 54: Faulted substructure details of the martensite plates in a Cu-Zn-Al alloy; these substructura
boundaries are mobile, and contribute to the process of energy absorption. From [Ref. 1011.
boundaries); furthermore, we must actually move these features, but they must not be too
easy to move.
3. Atomistic Structure of High-Damping Boundaries in Microstructures
The obvious assumption has been stated: energy must be absorbed by the
resistance to motion of these boundaries as they are moved. But exactly how is energy
absorbed at the various types of mobile boundaries which have been mentioned above? This
is a more difficult question to answer, since very little in the way of detailed structural
modeling of the boundaries, let alone their internal friction, has been completed.
It is L 1,7 of course, that the internal friction which is contributed by a given
boundary as it moves should be a function of the atomistic structure of the boundary.
Research has revealed some of the details of the atomistic struclure of the boundaries in some
high-damping alloys. For example, the nature of the boundaries in martensitic and in
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ferromagnetic microstructures is pretty well understood in a general way, and in some
specific cases, detailed models have been presented.
a. Martensite Intervariant Boundaries
For some of the thermoelastic martensitic alloys, interept in the shape
memory behavior has led naturally to studies of the inherent mobility of the boundaries
between the different orientation variants (plates), including the effect of structural and sub-
structural (fault) variations on boundary structure and mobility.
For example, the intervariant boundary structure may be revealed by high
resolution TEM, as in Figure 55. At such a boundary, the crystal structure of the martensite
Figure 55: Shown here is a A/D intervariant boundary within a Cu-Al-NI alloy. The presence of structural faults
(2H structure) within the 1SR martensite plates causes changes of the boundary inclination.
(in this case, 18R) quite abruptly changes orientation, with the crystal sections on either side
of the boundary often adopting a twin relationship with one another. The type of
information in the lattice image, together with the corresponding diffraction data can lead
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to an atomistic model for the boundary, such as shown in Figure 55. In this particular case,
the presence of 211 structural faults in the otherwise 18R martensitic structure changes the
boundary structure [Ref. 101]; this is believed to decrease the mobility of the intervariant
boundary, which may be unfavorable from the standpoint of shape memory applications, but
probably increases the internal friction and would therefore be favorable for damping
applications.
b. Ferromapnetic Domain Walls
Any elementary physics textbook will explain that the boundaries between
ferromagnetic domains can be considered to be regions within which there is a gradual
rotation of the magnetic
dipole vector, as shown in ..
Figure 56. On an atomistic N I
level, such a boundary is
considerably wider than a
typical martensiticN I
N N i ' . '
intervariant boundary. N N "
Under stress, domain walls
are known to move
Figure 56: Schematic of a ferromagnetic domain wall. From
according to the lRef.102).
magnetostritive effect. When such a boundary moves, energy is absorbed on the atomistic
level by magnetization reversal of the particle. If the particle is large, magnetization reversal
takes place via the process of boundary displacement, a process which requires weak fields
and very little energy. But if the particle is small, the magnetization of the particle must
rotate as a whole, requiring large fields [Ref. 1021.
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C. Mini-twins in Antiferroma2netic Mn-Cu Alloys
It has been appreciated for some time that antiferromagnetically ordered
Mn-rich Mn-Cu alloys can provide quite high damping. In these alloys, an FCC phase
transforms upon cooling and becomes subdivided into an array of differently-oriented FCT
regions. The microstructure which results is sometimes very similar in form to that of the
thermoelastic martensitic alloys, illustrated above. In fact, the FCT regions in Mn-Cu alloys
are simultaneously antiferromagnetic domains and what may be regarded as quasi-martensitic
(very low strain martensite) variants. Because of the very low degree of tetragonality of the
FCT structure, the intervariant boundaries would be expected to be quite mobile, and in fact,
shape memory behavior has been reported for such microstructures.
4. High Damping in Mn-Cu alloys
In certain Mn-Cu alloys, a dispersion of Mn-enriched regions may be developed
by aging, and this discreet array of regions then may undergo the FCC to FCT
transformation on cooling; as for quenched homogeneous Mn-Cu alloys which undergo the
FCC to FCT transformation, this also leads to a high-damping condition.
In the preceding sections of this thesis, the microstructure of these aged Mn--Cu
alloys has been characterized in detail. At first glance (at the level of observation of
conventional TEM), the microstructure are quite different from those of other high-damping
alloys, wherein an array of distinctly planar boundaries are evident. For example, after
relatively short aging times, a "tweed" contrast microstructure develops in these Mn-Cu alloys
(see Figure 3), and although this corresponds to a quite high-damping condition, it is not
immediately evident what sort of boundaries or other features may lie "under the tweed" and
product the large internal friction. Further study reveals that the "tweedy" microstructure
contains an array of Mn-enriched regions (dispersed on about the scale of the tweed
striations), and within each of these Mn-enriched regions is a set of FCT variants on a very
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fine scale. In other words, the microstructure which is providing the high internal friction
is very much like that of the thermoelastic martensitic alloys (or indeed of quenched
homogeneous Mn-Cu alloys), but with a scale that is an order of magnitude or so finer.
Th2 nature of the boundaries within the Mn-enriched regions of aged Mn-Cu
alloys has been successfully studied using high resolution TEM. Such a study is assisted by
the fact that as the alloy is aged longer, the Mn-enriched regions become somewhat larger
and more discreet, so that the array of FCT variants within them can be more easily noticed,
as seen in Figure 12.
High-resolution TEM studies confirm that the contrast observed in conventional
TEM images is due to sets of very fine-scale twin-related FCT regions embedded in an FCC
matrix, for example, the lattice image shown in Figure 32 reveals a small but discreet twin
boundary between two very small FCT regions (the spacing of the 220 FCC matrix planes
which are imaged is 0.217 nm). It is interesting to notice that the tetragonality on either side
of the boundary is completely coherent with the surrounding FCC matrix. That is, there is
no distinct boundary around the pair of tetragonal regions; rather, the tetragonality gradually
blends into the FCC matrix. This, of course, provides the possibility of "boundaryless
internal friction", or at least of internal friction produced by very diffuse interfaces
(Consideration of the fact that ferromagnetic domain walls have an analogous diffuse width
make this seem less unusual.)
Careful examination of Figure 32 reveals regions of the twin traces which appear
to be cross-hatched. This can be explained as being due to the movement of the boundaries
between differently oriented FCT regions during the photographic exposure. This confirms
that the "flickering" contrast is due to the movement of the boundaries between differently
oriented FCT regions.
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These studies on aged Mn-Cu alloys have provided a unique opportunity to
actually observe the action of the high-damping boundaries. While the movement of the
boundaries in the TEM (which gives rise to the so-called "flickering" contrast) is clearly due
to excitation of the thin foil by the incident beam (probably due to thermal stresses set up
by non-uniform heating), and due to the cascading of the physical response from one region
to another in the crystal (the nature of which has been shown to have chaotic character) [Ref.
103], it is probably reatunable to assume that the measured high damping of these alloys is
due to a similar movement of these same boundaries when subjected to conventional
mechanical excitation, that is, during macroscopic vibration of a component.
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VI. SUMMARY
The microstructural distribution of fine scale FCT regions formed in an aged Mn-Cu-
based alloy was analyzed. In order to determine the orientation of the FCT crystallites, a
variety of methods of analysis were used, including; diffraction streak direction, streak
extinction and trace extinction. Candidate atomic displacements and FCT crystallite
orientations were assumed and the expected results for the three analysis methods were
predicted using mathematical methods. The actual results were compared to the predicted
results and the displacements which did not predict directions or extinctions observed in the
actual results were eliminated. Ultimately, this procedure showed that the crystallites are
formed as (110) plates by shears of the form (1 10)<] 10>.
The Cu-Mn phase diagram shows that a sample of Incramute aged at 400°C will
disassociate within a miscibility gap to Mn-enriched regions at -93 at. % Mn and Mn-
depleted regions at -37 at. % Mn. The FCC-FCT transformation occurs at -82 at. % Mn at
room temperature, and FCT Incramute's c/a ratio decreases from -1.0 at the FCC-FCT
transformation Mn concentration to -. 96 at 93 at. % Mn. The computer model developed
to demonstrate Incramute composition profile changes with time reveals that the initial as
solutionized composition profile gives way to small Mn-enriched regions surrounded by
larger Mn-depleted regions. These initial Mn-enriched regions do not reach the maximum
Mn concentration allowed by the miscibility gap, but with time, coarsening of the
microstructure takes place and the Mn-enriched regions become both fewer in number,
larger in size and reach a maximum concentration of -93 at. OK, Mn. TEM photomicrographs
show that in aged Incramute the Mn-enriched regions contain V-shaped images which closely
resemble the self accommodating crystallite groups found in shape memory alloys. Alternate
crystallites appear to be twin related, with the V-shape being the twin trace.
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The changes in damping properties can be explained by the microstructure and
composition profile changes that occur with aging. At early aging times when the FCC-FCT
transformation Mn concentration is just reached, the FCT crystallites are very small and have
a c/a ratio near 1.0. The damping experiment sets up vibrational waves in the Incramute
matrix. Vibrational waves with the proper wave vector which enter these Mn-enriched
regions reorient the c-axis of the FCT crystallite. Since the c/a ratio is near 1.0 only a small
amount of energy is required for this reorientation which implies that the amount of energy
lost by the vibrational wave is small. Incramute with this type of heat treatment exhibits a
small damping coefficient increase over the solution treated alloy.
After more extended aging when the Mn-enriched region has grown and the maximum
Mn concentration is reached, the microstructure consists of larger Mn-enriched regions with
V-shaped images at the center. The c/a ratio of these regions varies from -1.0 at the point
where the FCC-FCT transformation concentration of Mn is first reached to -. 96 nearer the
center of the region. Vibrational waves with the proper wave vector that enter the FCT
region first encounter I-,-T Incramute with a c/a ratio of 1.0 and reorient the c-axis of this
region. As this reorientation takes place, the net strain field acting on the region is increased
due to the c-axis alignment causing a net shrinkage in the direction of alignment (c/a is less
than 1.0). This strain field added to the one caused by the vibrational wave is of sufficient
amplitude to cause reorientation oi the FCT crystallites in the center of the Mn-enriched
region. This reorientation requires the movement of twin boundaries and thus absorbs a
significant amount of energy. Incramute with this heat treatment shows the highest damping
coefficient.
When overaged, the Incramute composition profile resembles a square wave, with
abrupt composition changes between the Mn-enriched regions and Mn-depleted matrix.
These rapid composition changes preclude the presence of any significant amount of FCT
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Incramute with c/a ratios greater than .96. The absence of these high c/a ratio regions
results in the absence of the strain fields which aided the vibrational waves in reorienting the
low c/a ratio, twin related FCT regions. This implies that vibrational waves that were of
sufficient amplitude to reorient the low c/a ratio regions can no longer perform this
reorientation and that damping is reduced. Incramute subjected to overaging displays a
significantly smaller damping coefficient than Incramute with the aging treatment mentioned
in the paragraph above.
Flickering can also be explained by changes in microstructure and composiion profile
with aging. Vibrational waves are created by uneven heating of the TEM sample by the
electron beam. When a vibrational wave causes the reorientation of the c-axis, the strain
fieids of the initial c-axis orientation is relieved and a new strain fields is set up. Since
strain fields in a TEM sample are viewed as images, it appears that the image has m3ved.
These vibrational waves can move very rapidly, up to the speed of sound, -5000 meters per
second in metal. Thus reorientation of the c-axis is extremely rapid and appears by eye as
the instantaneous movement of the image from one orientation to another. Flickering starts
after a heat treatment which causes tweed structure to appear, about 4 hours at 400°C. The
amount of flickering appears to increase with increased aging until some maximum is reached
at about the same aging time at which the maximum damping coefficient is reached, and
than slowly dies off at increased aging. Incramute heat treated to the point where its




C THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE COMPOSITION PROFILE OF A I-D, UNIFORM
C SAMPLE UNDERGOING SPINODAL DECOMPOSITION FOR VARIOUS ARBITRARY
C TIMES. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION IS: Ct = d*Cxx. INITIAL Mn
C IS .480. MAXIMUM ALLOWED Mn CONCENTRATION IS .93, MINIMUM ALLOWED
C Mn CONCENTRATION IS .37 (ATOMIC PERCENT). DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY
C CONDITIONS WITH FLUX ACROSS THE BOUNDARY EQUAL TO ZERO






C * OPEN THE OUTPUT FILE *
C
OPEN (UNIT = 11, STATUS = 'UNKNOWN', FILE='PROFILE.DAT')
OPEN (UNIT = 12, FILE = 'INPUT.DAT')
OPEN (UNIT = 13, FILE = 'LAMBDA.DAT')
OPEN (UNIT = 14, FILE = 'SLOPE.DAT')
OPEN (UNIT = 15, FILE='OLDPRO.DAT')
CALL QSETUP(2,3,-1,I)
C
C * READ IN INPUT DATA *
C
PRINT * 'ENTER THE NUMBER OF INTERVALS AS AN INTEGER (100 MAX)'
PRINT * 'MUST BE EVEN'
READ * N
PRINT * 'THE SELECTED NUMBER OF INTERVALS IS', N
PRINT * 'ENTER THE FINAL TIME'
READ * TIME
PRINT * 'THE SELECTED FINAL TIME IS:', TIME
PRINT * 'ENTER THE DESIRED VALUE OF R'
READ *, R
PRINT * 'THE SELECTED VALUE OF R IS:', R
PRINT * 'ENTER THE VALUE OF ALFA'
READ * ALFA
PRINT * 'THE SELECTED VALUE OF ALFA IS:', ALFA
READ (12,*) ISAVE
C




PRINT *, 'HSTEP =', HSTEP
TK=I2*R*HSTEP**2
PRINT *, 'TK =', TK
KSTEPS = TIME/TK
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PRINT *, 'THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF TIME STEPS IS:%, KSTEPS
WRITE (II],*) 'ALFA=', ALFA, 'R=',R,'FINAL TIME =', TIME
C






PRINT *, 'TO CONTINUE A RUN TYPE 1, ELSE TYPE 0'
READ *, INEW
IF (INEW .EQ. 1) THEN
READ(15,*) OLDTIM
DO I I=0,N
READ(] 5,*) XXX, C(I)
1 SUM = SUM + C(I)
ELSE
P1=3. 14159265359
DO 10 1 = 0, N
XI=I
C(I) =.48 + .025*DCOS((P!/4.0)*Xl)






20 DO 25 I=0,N
DD(I)=- I 3.74*CM*C(I)*( I -C(I))+l .33*CM+1 5.20*C(I)*(l -C(I))**2
25 CONTINUE
CALL LAMBDA(N, C, L)
D(2) = (DD(2)+ALFA/L(2)**2+DD(0)+ALFA/L(0)**2)/2
D(O) = (DD( I)+ALFA/L( I)**2+DD()+ALFA/L()**2)/2
D(0) = (32*D(l)-~2*D(2))/30
CJ(0) = 2*R*D(2)*C(2) + 32*R*D(I)*C(I) + (I-30*R*D(0))*C(0)
D(3) =(DD(3)+ALFA/L(3)**2+DD( I)+ALFA/L(I )**2)/2
D(2) =(DD(2)+ALFA/L(2)**2+DD( 1)+ALFA/L( I)**2)/2
D(O) =(DD(0)+ALFA/L(0)**2+DD(I)+ALFA/L(I)**2)/2
D(l) =(16*D(0)+I6*D(2)-2*D(3))/3O
CJ(lI)=-2*R*D(3)*C(3)+1 6*R*D(2)*C(2)+16*R*D(0)*C(0)+( I -30*R*D( 1))
;*C( 1)
DO 30 1 = 2, N-2
D(1+2) = (DD(1+2)+ALFA/L(I+2)**2+DD(I)+ALFA/L(I)**2)/2
D(1+1) = (DD(1+1 )+ALFA/L(I+1 )*2+DD(I)+ALFA/L(I)**2)/2
D(I- I) = (DD(I-1I)+ALFA/L(I-1I)**2+DD(I)+ALFA/L(I)**2)/2
D(I-2) = (DD(I-2)+ALFA/L(I-2)**2+DD(I)+ALFA/L(l)"*2)/2
D(I) (I 6*D(I+I )+I 6*D(1- J )-D(I-2)-D(I+2))/30




D(N-3) = (DD(N-3)+ALFA/L(N-3)**2+DD(N 1 )+ALFA/L(N-1I)**2)/2
D(N-2) = (DD(N-2)+ALFA/L(N -2)**2+DD(N 1 )+ALFA/L(N-1I)**2)/2
D(N) =(DD(N)+ ALFA/L(N)**2+ DD(N-1I)+ALFA/L(N-]i)*'*2)/2
D(N- 1) =(16*D(N)+16D(N-2)-2*D(N-3))/30
CJ(N- 1 )=-2*R*D(N-3)*C(N-3)+1 6*R*D(N-2)*C(N-2)+1 6*R*D(N)*C(N)
;+(I j30*R*D(N- I))*C(N- 1)
D(N. 2) = (DD(N-2)+ALFA/L(N-2)**2+DD(N)+ALFA/L(N)**2)/2
D(N- 1) = (DD(N- 1)+ALFA/L(N- 1)**2+DD(N)+ALFA/L(N)**2)/2
D(N) =(32*D(N-1)-2*D(N-2))/30
CJ(N)=-2*R*D(N-2)*C(N-2)+32*RlID(N- 1 )C(N -1 )..l 1 30*RD(N))*C(N)
DO 40 K = 0,N
40 C(K)=CJ(K)
C
C SEE IF TIME STEPS ARE COMPLETE
C
IF (JTIME + 1 .GE. KSTEPS) THEN
GO TO 100








* C PRINT OUT RESULTS
C
90 TOT = 0
* TOTAL =0
XTIME = TK*JTIME





TOTAL = TOTAL + C(I)
95 TOT =TOT +C(I)
NN=N+1
CALL QSMODE(16)






C CORRECT FOR THE T RUNCATION ERROR
C
AN = N+l
DIFF = SUM - TOTAL
DO 97 IJ= 0,N
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97 C(IJ) = C(IJ) + DIFF/AN
IF (JTIME .EQ. ISA VE) THEN
WRITE (I I,*) 'THE PRESENT TIME IS', PTIME
DO 98 I=0,N
WRITE (11,*) XX(I), C(I)
98 CONTINUE
WRITE (I11,*) 'TOTAL =', TOT
READ (12,*) ISAVE
ENDIF
JTIME =JTIME + 1
IGRAF =IGRAF + 100
GO TO 20
100 TOT = 0
PTIME = TK*KSTEPS + OLDTIM
WRITE (1 1,*) 'THE PRESENT TIME IS', PTIME
DO 110! I= 0,N
TOT = TOT + C(I)
PRINT *, I,' C(I)= ', C(I)
X = HSTEP * I
1 10 WRITE(1 1,*) X, C(I)
WRITE(l Ii,*) 'THE TOTAL IS', TOT








C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE WAVELENGTH OF THE COMPOSITION







DO 20 11 = 1,N























C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE WAVELENGTH OF THE COMPOSITION






DO 20 11 = 1,N
IF (C(II)-C(II-I1).GT..Q2.AND.IPEAK.EQ.0) THEN
M =M + I
ELSEIF (C(II)-C(II- I ).LE..02) THEN
M =M + I
IPEAK = I
ELSE







DO 30 K = II-M,1I
30 L(K) = M
NPEAK = 0
ISTART = 0
35 IF (ISTART .GE. N) THEN
GO TO 40
ELSE
ISTART = ISTART + L(ISTART)
NPEAK = NPEAK + I
ENDIF
GO TO 35
40 AN = N
APEAK = NPEAK
ALAMPODA = AN / APEAK








C THIS SUBROUTINE ESTIMATES THE RELATIVE AMOUNT OF Mn AT .8 at. %
C +/- SOME DIFFERENTIAL AMOUNT BY FINDING REGIONS WHERE THE
C COMPOSITION IS .8, FINDING THE SLOPE IN THAT REGION AND ESTIMATES
C THE AREA CONTAINING THE REQUIRED COMPOSITION OF Mn BY
MULTIPLYING



















ELSEIF (C(I).GT..8.AND.C(I- 1).LT..8) THEN
SLOPE =C(l) - C(I-I)
XPLUS =(C(l) - .&)/SLOPE
DO 30 J =I+I,N
IF (C(J).LE..8) THEN
SLOPE =SLOPE + C(J-I1) - C(J)
XPLUS =XPLUS + (C(J-I)-.8)/(C(J-1)-C(J))




XM =XM + I
ENDIF
30 CONTINUE
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